9:30 – 9:50  Welcome & Introductions  Salamah
9:50 – 10:30  UTEP Strategic Plan & State of CS  Salamah
10:30-10:45  Break
10:45 – 11:45  Undergraduate PEOs Discussion  Salamah
12:00 – 1:00  Lunch
1:00 – 2:00  Graduate Programs  Hossain
2:00-3:00  CS Research Programs  CS Faculty
3:00- 4:00  Closed Meeting  BOA Members
4:00 – 4:30  Debrief with Chair and Faculty  BOA Members
+ CS Faculty
5:30 -  Dinner (Optional)  BOA Members
          + CS faculty

BOA Members:
- Trevor Bakker, Software & Cybersecurity Engineering at Lockheed Martin Missile and Fire Control
- Tommy Hodinh, President, MagRabbit
- Edgar Gandara, Manager Service Delivery, Gainwell Technology
- Eduardo Monarez, National Security Directorate, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
- Oscar Perez, Cybersecurity Analyst at White Sands Missile Range
- Brissa Quiroz, University Relations Lead, Microsoft